COUNCIL ON STUDENT SERVICES 2019-2020

TO: Council on Student Services
FROM: Student Enhancement Fund Sub-Committee
FOR: CSS Meeting on November 11, 2019

ITEM IDENTIFICATION:
Student Enhancement Fund Proposals [Round #1]

SPONSOR:
Student Enhancement Fund Sub-Committee: Nadia R., Shagun K., Chaman K., Sarah M., Oluwapelumi S.

JURISDICTIONAL INFORMATION:
According to the CSS Constitution, Section 2J, the Council on Student Services, upon receiving the recommendations of the enhancement fund sub-committee, shall approve funding for projects from the Student Enhancement Fund. Each year, $55,000 has been allocated to fund Enhancement Fund proposals. Effective May 2016, funding was increased from $40,000 to $55,000.

PREVIOUS ACTION TAKEN:
None

ACTION SOUGHT:
The Student Enhancement Fund Sub-Committee recommends the following motions:
BIRT CSS approve up to $579.34 for Thaqalayn Muslim Association’s “Ashura Awareness Event”
BIRT CSS approve up to $1473.00 for UTSC Cheerleading in partnership with Beach Cheer Athletics’ “Ontario Cheerleading Federation Challenge Cup”
BIRT CSS approve up to $120.00 for U of T Hong Kong Student Club’s “UTHKSC Board Game Café Night”
BIRT CSS approve up to $220.00 for Co-op Student’ Association’ “Mentorship Launch Social”
BIRT CSS approve up to $2276.00 for Developer Student Club’s “Google Cloud Study Jam-GCP Essentials”
BIRT CSS approve up to $170.00 for GSAS’s (Graduate Student Association at Scarborough) “GSAS Halloween Party”
BIRT CSS approve up to $1373.00 for UTSC Cheerleading in partnership with Beach Cheer Athletics’ “Cheer Evolution Winterfest Competition”
BIRT CSS approve up to $1000.00 for GSAS’s (Graduate Student Association at Scarborough) “GSAS Coffee Break”
BIRT CSS approve up to $3000.00 for TEDxUTSC’s “TEDxUTSC: 2020 Vision”
BIRT CSS approve up to $99.70 for University of Toronto Scarborough Tamil Student’s Association’s “Padichu Parthen Yeravilla Annual Mixer”
BIRT CSS approve up to $3500.00 for International Development Conference’s “International Developmental Conference 2020”
BIRT CSS approve up to $200.00 for BSAS’s (Bangladesh Student Association Scarborough) “Noboborsho”
BIRT CSS approve up to $158.00 for CAPTURE’s “Halloween Social Spooky Short Fil Premiere”
BIRT CSS approve up to $950.00 for Drama Society’s “Baby Oscars”
BIRT CSS approve up to $650.00 for Drama Society’s “Mainstage Production”
BIRT CSS approve up to $120.00 for Women in Computer Science, Mathematics, and Statistics’ “Karaoke Night”
BIRT CSS approve up to $120.00 for Women in Computer Science, Mathematics, and Statistics’ “MLH-AWS Workshop”
BIRT CSS approve up to $100.00 for Women in Computer Science, Mathematics, and Statistics’ “WiCSM Mentorship Mix and Mingle”
BIRT CSS approve up to $270.00 for LSA’s (Linguistics Student Association) “LSA Fall Review Session”
BIRT CSS approve up to $310.00 for LSA’s (Linguistics Student Association) “Mix and Mingle”
BIRT CSS approve up to $170.00 for LSA’s (Linguistics Student Association) “Career’s in Linguistics”
BIRT CSS approve up to $100.00 for LSA’s (Linguistics Student Association) “Linguistics Mentorship Program”
BIRT CSS approve up to $662.69 for Law Society of UTSC’s “UTSC First Annual Professor Mock Moot”
BIRT CSS approve up to $1200.00 for LSA’s (Linguistics Student Association) “Scarborough Undergraduate Linguistics Conference”
BIRT CSS approve up to $120.00 for LSA’s (Linguistics Student Association) “Linguistics and Lattes”
BIRT CSS approve up to $1500.00 for African Impact Initiative’s “African Impact Conference”
BIRT CSS approve up to $436.69 for Novelty: The Cantonese Student’s Association’s “Novelty 2019 Orientation”
BIRT CSS approve up to $140.00 for Health Occupations Students of America UTSC’s “Annual General Meeting”
BIRT CSS approve up to $110.00 for Foundation for International Medical Relief of Children’s “De-stressor”
BIRT CSS approve up to $690.00 for Drama Society’s “Festival of the Arts”
BIRT CSS approve up to $140.00 for The Olive Branch of Hope x UTSC’s “Family Feud and Games Night”
BIRT CSS approve up to $579.32 for African Impact Initiative’s “African Impact Initiative Welcome Event”
BIRT CSS approve up to $40.00 for Women and Gender Studies Students Association’s “WGSSA’s Speed Friending”
BIRT CSS approve up to $300.00 for Crohn’s and Colitis x UTSC’s “The Virtual Cooking Competition”
BIRT CSS approve up to $538.00 for English Chinese Translation Studies Association’s “ECTSA Orientation Day”
BIRT CSS approve up to $380.00 for BioSA’s (Biology Student’s Association) “Exam De-stressor”
BIRT CSS approve up to $100.00 for BioSA’s (Biology Student’s Association) “Road to Medical School Seminar”
BIRT CSS approve up to $100.00 for BioSA’s (Biology Student’s Association) “Volunteer with a Healthcare Facility”
BIRT CSS approve up to $100.00 for BioSA’s (Biology Student’s Association) “Summer Research Information Session & Panel 2019”
BIRT CSS approve up to $100.00 for BioSA’s (Biology Student’s Association) “BioSA First Year Representative Elections”
BIRT CSS approve up to $2000.00 for University of Toronto Inner Engineering Association’s “Youth and Truth”

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
Total funds requested in Round 1: $35,397.73
Total funds allocated in Round 1: $26,195.74

Total funds requested 2017-18: $ 98,561.66
Total funds allocated 2017-18: $27,184.87 ($5022.62 allocated in round 1)